Thales HeadLight™
See clearer - Reach further - Act faster

Transform your military support services and assure your mission success using powerful applications and digital continuity
Thales HeadLight™

Improve operational effectiveness by optimising operation and maintenance for land, sea and air domain

Description

Thales has gathered its knowledge, know-how & innovation to develop a new generation of support services to address the challenges of our military clients by integrating and using the power of digital within our offers.

This platform, called Thales HeadLight™ offers a single entry point into a multitude of services.

Get all aspects of your logistics, maintenance, training and support in one customizable and collaborative secured ecosystem and leverage what’s possible in organizing, managing & optimizing equipment maintenance and repair.

Whether on land, sea or air, military forces can access this suite of powerful, secure and integrated applications that help them master their maintenance operations and complex supply chains with complete confidence.

Thales HeadLight operates across any secure infrastructure that ensures the integrity, digital continuity and security of your data. It also introduces powerful data analytics and artificial intelligence to derive benefits such as predictive maintenance, reduced duplication and optimized stocks and logistics.

Thales HeadLight is a real game-changer by transforming operational effectiveness at every level, matching your mission & operational needs and improving the odds of mission success.

Thales HeadLight can be hosted on public, private, sovereign or defence cloud or on local on-premise infrastructure.

Thales has improved its services & support offers with Thales HeadLight.

Features

Thales HeadLight™ addresses four key support capabilities

Maintenance Operations Management
- Manage customer requests
- Manage assets and inventory
- Create optimal workflows
- Give real-time performance tracking

Fleet and Performance Management
- Maximise the odds of success
- Optimise scheduling
- Monitor KPIs in real time

Field Service Solutions
- Asset Management
- Troubleshooting and repair
- Configuration management
- Get assistance

Knowledge Academy
- Content Management System
- Learning Management System
- Skill Management System
- Virtual reality

Operational values

Full visibility
Precise control
As flexible as needed

Trusted partner
Secure in every way
Complete knowledge

Thales HeadLight™ in action
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Discover more